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Indian injection molding machinery (IMM) industry is in a transition phase from traditional 

hydraulic technology to All Electric (CNC based) Injection moulding machines. “High 

precision”, “high accuracy” and “low cost manufacturing” are no more buzz words; but have 

become bare essentials to cope with challenges to meet domestic as well as export customer 

expectations. 

Highly reliable & easy maintenance machines are becoming the requisite norms for Injection 

moulders. This is also a result of high volumes growth from the market in all segments of 

industry. The emphasis has therefore shifted from low cost capital investment decisions to least 

production cost per piece. It is becoming very clear that the modern solution to the above market 

requirement is the All-electric injection moulding machine.  

Inroads for Electric machines: 

All-electric injection molding machines were once considered "special purpose," but they've now 

established themselves as the new standard in cost-effectiveness for any application. While they 

continue to increase market share in precision molding, they are fast gaining acceptance for 

conventional products from automotive parts & thin wall food containers to Electrical 

components & caps & closures. In short, all-electric injection moulding machines have brought 

about a paradigm shift & are now measurably better than their hydraulic counterparts for 

mainstream applications. The focus as of now by the manufacturers as well as customers remains 

in the clamp class range from 15 Tons to 350 Tons, which is considered to be a fast moving 

range.  

Though it might appear that initial investment in an All-electric injection moulding machine is 

higher than that of its hydraulic counterpart, there can be substantial savings in operating costs 

like energy costs, increased volumes and high accuracies. All Electric machines have a proven 

track record of being very cost effective. It is common knowledge that cost of energy which is a 

significant contributor to manufacturing cost will only increase in the times to come. Therefore 

any efforts to save on energy costs will be a recurring benefit to users. Uninterrupted volumes 

growth provides huge potential to moulders to explore newer markets thereby impacting topline 

as well as bottomline of their business. Improved accuracy again opens up potential for entering 



into international markets which have higher margins. An efficient Electric machine can put such 

operating cost benefits right back on the moulder’s profits.  

 

Parts getting thinner: 

Demands to create smaller, lighter parts have made thin-wall molding one of the most sought 

after capabilities for an injection moulder. The level of parts is becoming much difficult; 

especially parts wall getting thinner, with a view to save material and energy. Till some time 

back, accumulator based Hydraulic Injection moulding machines were used for moulding thin 

wall parts, however at the cost of substantially high power consumption. 

 

CNC based All Electric Injection moulding machine is fast becoming a preferred choice of 

moulders of thin wall moulding now, due to: 

a) Higher Injection Power capability (Injection horse power) of machine (Product of Max. 

Injection  pressure & Max. Injection speed) 

b) Higher Injection Acceleartion capability to reach the maximum Injection speed 

instantaneously. 

Latest Electric machines from FANUC uses High power servo motor and highly rigid injection 

mechanism to achieve Ultra High Injection speeds in the range of 1200mm/s and high response 

injection to produce LCD Guide panels for Smartphones as well as Tablets (PC; wall thickness 

0.3 mm or less)  

 
 

Increased Productivity: 

Another key benefit of the CNC based All Electric Injection moulding machine is faster cycle 

time. Since Electric machines have independent Servo motors, parallel operations are possible 



for example by overlapping Injection of plastic material while simultaneously building clamp 

tonnage (Pre Injection). Further, instant acceleration to maximum speeds due to digitally 

processed signals ensures the quick fill of the material inside the cavities &  the fastest possible 

mould opening & closing speeds with precise control & excellent mould protection.  

 

 

 
 

Precise mould safety plays a pivotal role to prevent damage to a costly mold (an important asset 

for the moulder), thus saving time & cost without reducing the productivity. The underlying 

objective is: "It's not always how fast you can move but how consistently you can move fast". 

For example, 25% cycle-time reduction can be achieved on an efficient CNC based Electric 

machine through precise Artificial Intelligence (AI) mold protection. Conventionally, in the case 

of Hydraulic machine, you have to slow down during mould closing to avoid banging the mold 

& as a result, you lose cycle time. Latest Electric machines ensure that Mould safety should not 

be limited only during the Clamp closing, but has to be applied in all stages including Mould 

Closing, Injection, Mould opening & Ejection.  

 

Power on Demand: 

It’s a known fact that Electric machines consume much less power than their Hydraulic 

counterparts. Because AC Servo motors in Electric machines rotate as many times as necessary 

& only when required, enabling moulding to be performed at one third the power consumption of 

conventional hydraulic machines.  



 
Newly developed all electric machines achieve power saving wherever possible. Servo system & 

Power Source regeneration, reduction of standby power (automatic cooling fan stop etc.), Low 

electricity heat up (controlling heater output so that the Demand power is maintained below 

specified value) & so on. Power source regeneration servo technology effectively reuses the 

energy generated during motor deceleration thus resulting in additional energy savings.  

 
 



Raw material Savings with minimum rejections:  

 

Few of the key factors, which lead to High quality & Stable moulding in the case of latest 

Electric machines are: 

 High Precision pressure control (within +/- 1 bar) 

 High Precision temperature control (within +/- 0.1°C) 

 High precision position control. (within 0.01 mm) 

 

Accuracy, repeatability and consistency are inherent to all-electric machines. Just like precision 

machine tools, they are digitally controlled. Even in the most sophisticated Hydraulic machines, 

Hydraulic fluid changes across time and temperatures.  It doesn't allow the added precision that 

equates with better part quality.  

 

Process optimization is quite easy in Electric machines as they are able to stabilize faster and 

produce good parts by the second or third shot. Rejections are therefore minimal & and more 

good parts are produced at the end of the day.  

 

Latest Electric machines incorporate Servo motors of High duty specifications which enable 

higher packing pressure and longer packing times. 

 

There has been a general misconception though in the industry that Electric machine are not able 

to maintain hold on/ pack pressure for longer time & hence are not suitable for Thick wall parts. 

Latest Electric machines incorporate High duty specifications which enable higher packing 

pressure and longer packing times. Below example shows a challenging application of lens 

moulding (PMMA) being achieved successfully than the prescribed limit on FANUC Roboshot. 

 



 

Ensures Shot to Shot Consistency  

With the advanced features like Precise metering control, excellent repeatability the shot weight 

consistency is ensured through precise control of the melt travel inside the cavity. After metering 

process, the screw is reversed & check ring is sealed prior to the start of injection, this 

eliminating backflow & the filling start position changed to automatically correct the resin 

density, thus making the Injection volume stable. The basic idea is to control the input precisely 

to be able to achieve the output of highest degree.  

 
 

 



Overall cost of ownership:  

The decisions of investments in Capital Goods such as Injection Molding Machine are based on 

Total lowest cost of ownership.  The total costs include overall maintenance costs, service parts 

costs, total energy consumption, overall operating precision which leads to reduced scrap, and 

for some, a significant reduction in mold wear. A CNC Based All Electric machine offers a 

significant advantage in these aspects & hence a convert to All Electric Injection moulding 

machine once, stays converted forever.  

 

Can install more machines for given Power Source: 

In case of All Electric machines kVAR losses- i.e. wasted power- are minimum, hence power 

drawn will be close to active power kVA. Operating Power factor near one.   Hence, for a given 

capacity of power source it is possible to connect more number of All Electrics compared to 

equivalent size hydraulic machines.  It is a point in favor of All Electrics in country like ours 

where generated power has remained very much short compared to the growing demand.  

kVAR nearly eliminated current drawn will remain smaller, hence we can trim down the size of 

power cable. this reduces cost of an installation. 

 

Conclusion 

All Electrics find preference of moulders for delivered precision of mouldings, high 

productivity, low cost of ownership, making operations resource efficient - use less energy, 

no oil, less water, less polymer. All Electrics being Green Machines gives the owning 

organization  a sense of pride for being able to comply to environmental responsibilities. .  
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